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Is It A Or Is It B Or Is It C?

Obama’s campaign has given the names of two different Hawaiian hospitals where he was supposed to have been born

(Kapiolani Medical Center and Queens Medical Center, both in Honolulu).  No one has been able to confirm the birth from

either hospital’s records.  There is allegedly a register of the birth in the public records office, dated August 8, 1961, one

week after the birth, but it purportedly does not list a place of birth.  (Note that a register of birth is not the same as a birth

certificate.)

Between November 20 and December 2 of 2008, 13 separate Hawaiian hospitals were contacted to determine if Obama had

been born there.  None of them could or would confirm it was the facility where he was born.  Both Barack Obama and his

half-sister, Maya Soetoro-Ng have, on separate occasions, described BOTH hospitals as Obama's birthplace.

Neither hospital has a -- "This is the birthplace of the 44th President of the United States" -- plaque in their lobby.

There were a bunch of kids born in Hawaii in 1961 -- "unattended"  -- out of a hospital by physician or midwife.  Was Barack

Obama one of them?
Kapi'olani Medical Center

The Kapi'olani Medical Center for Women and Children in Honolulu posted on its website a letter on White House stationery dated January 24th (since

scrubbed), in which Obama wrote, "As a beneficiary of the excellence of Kapi'olani Medical Center -- the place of my birth -- I am pleased to add my voice to

your chorus of supporters" -- even though Obama himself has previously claimed to have been born at Queen's Medical Center in Honolulu, a claim backed up by

his sister Maya.

Until June 7th, even United Press International (UPI) and Snopes.com contained statements that Obama was born at the Queen's Medical Center in Honolulu. 

Here is a screen capture from Snopes.com that says, "Barack Hussein Obama was born at the Queen's Medical Center."   Today, Snopes.com claims that "Barack

Hussein Obama, was born on 4 August 1961 at the Kapiolani Medical Center."  Snopes claims they made the change because Wikipedia made the change.

Here is the UPI screen capture that claims Obama was born at Queens -- but now the UPI claims Kapiolani.  Remember, Obama, himself, told UPI that he was

born at Queens.

So, because someone at the White House sent a letter to Kapiolani, all the websites that have been covering for Obama are now scrambling to scrub content that

they have claimed as accurate for the last couple of years.

In the summer of 2009, Press Secretary Gibbs was asked at press conference to confirm the letter, and after avoiding the question said he "didn't  know" the name

of Obama's birth hospital.

Hospital Won't Back Obama

The hospital in Hawaii where Barack Obama claims he was born refuses to produce any documentation -- or even confirm the

claim -- without permission of Obama himself.

The Kapi'olani Medical Center for Women and Children in Honolulu has posted on its website a letter on White House

stationery dated Jan. 24 in which Obama wrote, "As a beneficiary of the excellence of Kapi'olani Medical Center -- the place

of my birth -- I am pleased to add my voice to your chorus of supporters."

Kristy Watanabe, the public relations specialist for the hospital refused to confirm or deny the veracity of Obama's letter

claiming he was born at the hospital.

"Our comment to everyone who has been calling is that federal law does not permit us to provide any more details

concerning information [about Obama's birth] without authorization from Mr. Obama," Watanabe said.

When WorldNetDaily asked Watanabe why the hospital did not contact Obama to ask for authorization, especially given the

number of phone calls the hospital was receiving with the request, Watanabe said: "This is our response, and we can't say

anything more than that."

When asked if a hypothetical elected official pretended to be born at the hospital, would federal law prevent her from

disclosing that?  If so, which federal law would that be?

"It's just our policy that without permission we don't ever answer questions about babies born in the hospital," she said.

This is not the first time Kapi'olani and other Hawaiian hospitals have slammed the door on attempts to ascertain specifics

about Obama's birth.

Barack Obama's Website Claims Queen's Hospital
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Well, this account, from the Honolulu Star-Bulletin casts doubt on both Obama and the Kapi'olani Medical Center.  According

to this account, Obama was born at Queen's Medical Center.

Here, Obama, himself, says he was born at Queen's Medical Center.

And liberal talker Bill press says he was born at Queens medical Center.

According to Obama's Kenyan step-grandmother Sarah, he was born at the Coast Provincial General Hospital in Mombasa,

Kenya.

That's three hospitals that the Obama family has identified as his birthplace.  It used be "George Washington slept here."  Now

it's Barack Obama was born here, and here, and here, and... 

There will soon be signs everywhere.

Of course this is the problem with Obama and his mythical biography.  There are no hard facts.  There's is no "rock solid

evidence" about Obama's life from the year before he was born until he returned from Indonesia to Hawaii.  Then there’s only

shaky evidence.  There is no reason to believe anything that comes from Obama or his sycophants.  There are too many

unknowns and too many outright lies.

Obama owes the American People the truth.

Snopes Says Queens, But . . .

When Team Obama changed the narrative, Snopes followed suit, by swapping the location of Obama's birth from Queen's to

Kapi'olani, as evinced by this screen shot from the exact same Web address.
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So Does The Library Of Congress

    

No Records At Any Hospital

Earth Frisk Blog says they have contacted every hospital in Honolulu and says there is no record of Obama's birth at any

Hawaii hospital and no record for Obama's mother at any Hawaii hospital.

All of the following hospitals were called or visited from November 20 through December 2nd, 2008.  It was confirmed that

OBAMA was not born in any hospital in Honolulu County!  NONE!

Hospital employees were bribed and some gave info for free.

Hospitals you can check yourself:

   

The Queen’s Medical Center - Honolulu, Hawaii  -- Obama claims as his birth hospital -- Obama and Mom

Never Here 

Kapi’ olani Medical Center -- Obama’s sister claims Barack Obama born here -- Obama and Mom Never Here

Honolulu Shriners Hospital  -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Straub Clinic & Hospital  -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Hawaii Health Systems Corporation -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Cancer Institute of Maui -- Wailuku, Hawaii -- No Comment???

Kuakini Hospital -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

St. Francis Healthcare System of Hawaii -- Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Straub Heatlh -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Tripler Medical Center -- Honolulu, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Wahiawa General Hospital -- Wahiawa, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

Wilcox Memorial Hospital -- Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii -- Never a patient -- Mom or Obama

    

Earth Frisk Blog contends they were pretty detailed in their calls and visits thanks to dozens of native Hawaiian patriots.  To

the College Republicans all over the Island kudos.  You can look at every hospital here and call or visit any of them. 

Everyone has a family member working in a hospital.  Talk, pay and bribe.  You can file freedom of information acts, you can

do everything and anything you wish.  Barack Obama was never born in a hospital in Hawaii as claimed.

Only his original, vault-copy birth certificate, that he has had sealed will have this info.  Will the Supreme Court force it open

and thus preserve the Constitution of the United States?

Barbara Nelson Remembers

The Buffalo News had a first person account of Obama's birth from one Barbara Nelson, who claims to have been Obama's 5th

grade English teacher:

    

"I may be the only person left who specifically remembers his (Obama) birth.  His parents are gone, his

grandmother is gone, the obstetrician who delivered him is gone," said Nelson, referring to Dr. Rodney T. West,
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who died in February at the age of 98.  Here’s her story: Nelson was having dinner at the Outrigger Canoe Club

on Waikiki Beach with Dr. West, the father of her college friend, Jo-Anne.   Making conversation, Nelson turned

to Dr. West and said: "‘So, tell me something interesting that happened this week.'"

      

His response, said Nelson, was:

    

"Well, today, Stanley had a baby.  Now that’s something to write home about."

    

The new mother was Stanley (later referred to by her middle name of Ann) Dunham, and the baby was Barack Hussein

Obama.

"I penned the name on a napkin, and I did write home about it," said Nelson, knowing that her father, Stanley A. Czurles,

director of the Art Education Department at Buffalo State College, would be interested in the "Stanley" connection.

She also remembers Dr. West mentioning that the baby’s father was the first black student at the University of Hawaii and

how taken he was by the baby’s name.

"I remember Dr. West saying 'Barack Hussein Obama, now that’s a musical name,'" said Nelson, who grew up in Kenmore and

went to Hawaii in 1959 to be in Jo-Anne’s wedding party.  When Nelson was offered a job as a newspaper reporter and

photographer......

Great story, huh?  The only problem is that it's not true.  From the Pearl Harbor Survivors Project: Rodney West, M. D.:

    

...after practicing on the Big Island of Hawaii for a year, he returned to Honolulu and joined the Obstetrics and

Gynecological department of the Straub Clinic. In December of l956, after delivering at least 5,OOO babies --

and other things, he retired from the practice of medicine.

    

Dr. West retired 5 years before the Immaculate Deception, and the Buffalo News has long since scrubbed the account.  It's

not even in the WayBackMachine.com, but this guy has a copy.

Kapiolani Hospital Hides White House Letter

Jerome Corsi says Obama's alleged birth hospital has locked in a storage vault a letter Obama purportedly wrote to the

hospital on Jan. 24, 2009, declaring it his birthplace.

For the past month, Hawaii State Senator Sam Slom, the only Republican in the Hawaiian State Senate, has been trying to

get answers from Kapiolani Medical Center executives as to why the hospital has chosen to put under lock and key a letter

from the White House that the hospital should have been proud to receive and display publicly.

In an email exchange with WorldNetDaily (WND), Slom's office staff confirmed that Martha Smith, the hospital's chief

operating officer, said a copy of the Obama letter is currently hung in the administrative section of the hospital, away from

public view, while the original is stored for "safekeeping and preservation."

When Slom's office asked if the senator would be permitted to see the original letter, Smith responded in an email, "Nope

sorry, we are not going to do that."

For weeks, WND has repeatedly left messages with Kapiolani spokeswomen Kaela Peters and Kristy Wantanabe at their

offices in Honolulu, inquiring about the letter, without receiving a reply.

Several individuals based in Hawaii have toured the public sections of Kapiolani searching for the Obama birth letter, only to

report that it is nowhere to be found.

Slom said he plans to continue his efforts to press Kapiolani to show him the letter and explain why the hospital

administrators refuse to put the letter from the White House on public display.

The Obama birth letter first surfaced when then-Rep. Neil Abercrombie unveiled at a Kapiolani centennial dinner held Jan.

24, 2009, a letter supposedly written by Obama that same day.  The letter, on White House stationary, declared Kapiolani

was the hospital where the president was born.

Continue reading here . . .

PS -- This letter is bogus too!

Why is everybody covering for this guy?  Can you spell FEAR?

Drip, drip, drip . . .

Comments . . .
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